MLTS
LIGHT TOWER

MLTS
LED LIGHT TOWER
HIGH PERFORMANCE,
LOW OPERATING COSTS
The new MLTS LED light tower from Generac
Mobile provides powerful, even lighting, simplified
controls and low maintenance requirements for
maximum return on investment (ROI). A 2-cylinder
engine allows for lower initial acquisition cost, a
long runtime of up to 220* hours and low operating
costs. The MLTS is designed for equipment rental
companies, contractors and end users that are
looking for excellent value, utility and reliability.

FLEX SWITCH™ OPTION
Control your power source and
your costs with FLEX SWITCH.
This optional feature allows the
operator to switch from engine
power to utility power when
desired - dramatically reducing
operating costs, lowering noise
and extending runtime.

FULLY
ROTATIONAL
MAST

CONTAINMENT
optional fuel and coolant containment

REAR FLIP HOOD
with gas struts opens easily, and
stays secure for quick and easy
unobstructed maintenance access

OPTIONAL POWER ZONE ®
AUTOLIGHT CONTROLLER
OPTIONAL EXPORT POWER
up to 2.4kW for tools and other jobsite power needs

ILLUMINATED CONTROLS
and LED running lights for enhanced visibility and safety

with tool-less
adjustment from
the ground

1000 HOUR
OIL SERVICE
more uptime and
less labor costs

NEW POWER ZONE ® AUTOLIGHT CONTROLLER
Upgrade from analog to this intuitive, push-button
controller. The Power Zone Autolight controller allows
for easy automated operation - dusk-to-dawn, dusk
plus 4 hours or dusk plus 8 hours. Monitor engine
diagnostics with simple indicator lights.

DURABLE GENERAC® LEDS
All Generac Mobile LED towers feature our robust
LED fixtures, designed to last the life of the tower
- a 10-year life expectancy, backed up by a 5-year
warranty.

WHY LED?
Bright, Consistent Lighting
Truer colors, important for hazard and warning
labels and signage, as well as wiring applications.
LEDs degrade very minimally over time, unlike
metal halide bulbs which lose 50% of their light
output within the first 10,000 hours.
Instant ON/OFF Light
No waiting, save time and enhance safety.
Fuel Efficient
LEDs consume less power, resulting in extended
runtimes and significant fuel savings.
Long, Durable Generac LED Fixtures
Won’t break and don’t require bulb changes,
for ease of operation and more uptime.

OPTIONAL SNAP-ON
DIFFUSE LENS KIT
reduces glare and stores
inside cabinet when
not in use

320W
LIGHT
FIXTURES
provide powerful,
even light

MLTS LED LIGHT TOWER
Specifications

USA (METRIC)

Engine Make
Onboard Export Power: kW

Mitsubishi®, 2 Cylinder
Optional, 2.4

Max Mast Height
Winch

23 ft (7 m)
Manual, Electric Option

Lights

(4) 320W LED

Total Lumens

188,000

Coverage @ Min. 0.5 ft-c

25,068 ft 2 (2,328 m2)

Diffuse Light

Optional Snap-on Diffuse Lens Kit

Max Run Time (Lights Only)*

220 hrs

Standard Controller

Analog, Optional Power Zone PLUS Autolight

Dusk-To-Dawn Sensor

Optional with Power Zone

Individual On/Off Light Control

Yes

Oil Service Interval*

1000 hrs

CSA Certified

Yes

DOWNLOAD OUR
LIGHT TOWER FACT SHEET
Learn more about the
benefits of LED.

Specifications are subject to change without notice. Additional options available.
*Results based on engine manufacturer and field test data after 100 hour engine break-in period and may vary based on factors including age and maintenance of
equipment, environmental conditions and fuel density. Consult the Owner’s Manual for fuel and maintenance recommendations
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